
perverse Unusual, weird, and socially
unacceptable; twisted

prolific Highly productive, as in a

writer (many books), and

animal (many babies), etc.

raucous Noisy and disorderly

seethe To foam as if boiling, often
with anger

Touted Praised, boasted, bragged,
showed off, etc.

uttera n ces Things said

READING DIRECTIONS

This week you will read PART ONE: the gravedigger's handbook (pp. 17-80).
The best way is to read each section through for the effect and general
understanding. Then read through again closely and answer questions or
complete the activities that follow. Unless a short answer space is
provided, COMPLETE SENTENCES FOR ALL RESPONSES are expected !

STUDY QUESTIONS

ARRIVAL ON HIMMEL STREET (pp. 19 - 29)

Setting: Germany L939

Characters: Liesel, her brother, and her mother are travelling on a train

On page L9: Death opens Part l with a flashback. What is a flashback? To what
incident does Death flash back?
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What color is the sky? What do you think this symbolizes?

Write down one question that you have after reading page 19:

On pages 20-21
How old is Liesel? What do you know about Liesel's education?
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What metaphor does Death use to describe Liesel's brother's soul? Comment on this
description.

On pages 22-23
Where are they going?
How does Death let the r know how cold it is?
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On pages 25-26
what does Himmel mean? hed-Jd etn
What kind of atmosphere does Death describe on Himmel Street?

On pages 27-29
ldentify and describe Liesel's foster parents. Give r impressio of eg9! i!j!911. Villv4



What is the name of the book that Liesel took
Why do you think she took it?

On page 31
"Liesel had a starvi What does this mean?

GROWING UP A SAUMENSCH (pp. 30 - 3sl

Liesel's father is a Kommunist (Communist). How is this presented in text? What words
let the reader know that being a Kommunist is not acceptable?

On page 32
What does Liesel's mother leave her?

On pages 33-35
The reader learns a lot about Rosa and Hans. What details does the author provide to
show us the followint' * t(^ftlril.l pofrAbra rflponses
Hans is: We know this because... Found on
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Rosa is: We know this because... Found on page
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Overall in this chapter
How does Death show his self-admitted preoccupation with colors?
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THE WOMAN WITH THE IRON FlsT {pp.36-451

On pages 36-38
What makes Liesel's adjustment to life with the Hubermanns particularly difficult? How
does Papa help her?
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On page 39
What makes school particularly difficult for Liesel? How do you imagine she is feeling?

L\ ls n4dovr.n wi*h

On page 40
lnto what is Liesel enrolled after her tenth birthday?

On pages 4L-34
Describe Rosa's feelings and behavior with regards to her laundry clients.
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On pages 44-45
What do you learn about the meaning of the title of this chapter, "The Woman With the
lron Fist"? Does'iron fist'always carry a negative connotation? Explain.
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THE KISS (pp. a6-ss)

Before Reading

Watch a video clip about Jesse Owens for background information
htt p s : //www. vo ut u b e. co m /watc h ?v=q u Qo pJ m Qrv4

ldentify each of the following characters. Who are they and what is their special
connection (if any) to Liesel?
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On page 47

How are friendships made between children on Himmel Street?
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Character Who is this? What are they known for? Connection to Liesel?
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On page 48
Briefly describe "the Jesse Owens lncident."

On page 51-

Draw a picture that illustrates Zusak's description of "the road of yellow stars."
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On pages 52-55
What challenge does Rudy offer Liesel following their taunting of Pfiffikus? What does
the reader observe/learn about Liesel's character from this incident?

On page 56
How does Liesel know so much about the Jesse Owens lncident?

THE JESSE OWENS INCIDENT (pp. 5e611

On pages 57-59
Describe the Jesse Owens lncident. Speculate on why this would have been problematic

On pages 59-60
Translate Death's description of Mr. Alex Steiner's political views. How does this
translation explain his anger with his son's emulation of Jesse Owens?

THE OTHER SIDE OF SANDPAPER (pp.62-681

On page 63
What rtant statistic does Death provide with regard to the German
Hitler? tt Ol BqlTldtll ,\|l-OIrDffA TT|TIZI. I

How does this relate to l-{ans Huberman-n? lvhat might this statistic be foresha-dowing
in the book? l{e/ is

for Rudy and his family at that time/place.
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On pages 63-6b
How is Liesel's bed wetting a defining (life-changing) moment in her life?

On page 67

at is the significance of the sandpaper?

THE SMELL OF FRIENDSHIP (pp. 69-721

Give your reaction to the events in this chapter, including:
a) Mama agreeing to Liesel's reading lessons
b) The change Liesel notices in Papa down at the river
c) The location of the basement as their "classroom"

On page72
What elements blend together to create the "smell of friendship" f or Liesel? Why do
you think Lieselfinds the smell so appealing and Rosa finds it stinky?

Art )

THE HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION OF THE SCHOOLYARD (pp. 73-801

On page 73



On page 74
does Papa react to the "announcement" on this page?

On pages 75-78
What events/situation in the classroom set Liesel up for begin harassed by other
students in the school?

On page 80
Explain the change in Rudy and Liesel's relationship.

On page 80
Analyze the following description of Liesel's future use of words:

Trust me, though, the words were on their woy, and when they arrived, Liesel
Would hold them in her hands like the clouds, ond she would wring them out like
The rain.
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